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About the show 
Can you remember your first time? Nathaniel can’t seem to forget his. To be fair, he has had it playing on repeat for the last 
15 years. Now the party is over, the balloons have all burst and he’s left living his best queer life: brunching on pills and 
Googling kangaroo vaginas, ancient condoms and human cesspits on a weekday morning… or is he? 
 
Join award-winning theatre-maker and HIV activist Nathaniel Hall as he blows the lid on the life-changing secret he’s kept 
all these years in this critically acclaimed show that took the 2019 Edinburgh Fringe by storm. Described as ‘hilarious and 
heart-breaking in equal measure’, First Time is a true-life story that smashes through the stigma and shame of HIV. 
 

What’s the show like for an audience? 
First Time is presented in an eclectic mix of storytelling, live art, comedy, audience participation, real-life letters and an 
interactive quiz. The audience join Nathaniel after an all-night party, he hasn’t been to bed and he hasn’t prepared anything 
for the show. But he can’t avoid the spotlight anymore and is forced to revisit his troubled past. 
 
It’s a real rollercoaster of emotions described as ‘eye opening’, ‘educational’, ‘joyous’, and ‘stigma-smashing’. Narratives of 
HIV often portray people living with HIV as the victim, but First Time doesn’t accept this stance, deftly moving from 
sadness to humour, from moments of deep reflection to joyous celebration, First Time leaves audiences surprised, moved, 
entertained and empowered. 
 
For more about the show head to www.nathanieljhall.co.uk/first-time (trailer, press, reviews, tour pack inc. link to watch show – NB: 
the recording is an old version of the show, the touring version is 65 mins in length, PASSWORD: whatafuckingmess) 
 

Selling Points 
• Took the Edinburgh Fringe by storm, winner of two awards and multiple standing OVs. 
• Critically acclaimed, has received 86 out of a possible 95 stars. 
• Nathaniel’s story has received considerable media coverage including BBC News, BBC Breakfast, BuzzFeed, 

Attitude and BBC Radio 1. 
• To date seen by 3.3k people, spring 2020 tour had audiences over 70% capacity on average. 
• Associated outreach project In Equal Parts has engaged over 5.7K people and reached 57K online – project 

workshops, films and material can be supplied to venues. 
• Digital creative outreach resource available for schools and youth groups available FREE of charge. 
• Play text available for purchase - includes extensive learning and educational resource material. 
• Nathaniel appeared in the critically acclaimed ‘It’s A Sin’, Russell T Davies’ new TV drama about HIV/AIDS in 

1980s Britain on C4 in January-Feb 2021 as Donald Bassett – All4’s ‘most streamed/binge-watched show ever’. 
• Nathaniel’s work and activism has received heavy media coverage including Lorraine, Steph’s Packed Lunch, 

Channel 4 News, Sky News, Attitude and Nathaniel has written for The I Newspaper. 
 

Why now? 
HIV healthcare and prevention has changed: 

• HIV is treatable, people on successful treatment cannot pass on the virus  
• Cities across the U.K. have signed up as HIV Fast Track cities - committing to reducing new HIV infections to zero by 2030 
• With the introduction of PrEP, more people on effective treatment and better HIV health campaigns, we now have the tools 

to end HIV in a generation 
 
But through work with our charity partners, we know there are thousands of people with HIV across the country who live in 
fear of people finding out. Stigmatising headlines and negative representations of people with HIV are not uncommon, 
adding fuel to the fire that people with HIV are a danger to others, contributing to fear that hampers regular testing. 
 



First Time and its associated outreach project In Equal Parts aim to educate everybody - regardless of HIV status - on 
modern HIV healthcare and prevention, destigmatise attitudes to the virus and empower people to understand their role in 
contributing to the UNAIDS goal of ending all new HIV transmissions by 2030. 
 

Who is the show for? 
Age recommendation 14+ | Contains scenes of recreational drug use, swearing, some sexual references and mild reference 
to sexual grooming. 
 
First Time will most likely appeal to the following groups: fans of It’s A Sin, contemporary theatre audiences, queer 
audiences, interest in arts and health, medical professionals, autobiographical theatre, storytelling, people living with / 
affected by HIV and AIDS, queer and HIV allies. Although primarily a queer story about living with HIV, First Time has wide 
appeal touching on parenting, losing one’s virginity, coming of age and contains a healthy dose of 90s and 00s nostalgia. 
 
Audience Finder Pen Portraits | Metroculturals, Experience Seekers and Commuterland Culturebuffs 
Morris Hargreaves McIntyre Culture Segments | Expression, Stimulation and Essence Culture Segments 
 

Outreach and Education – In Equal Parts 
In Equal Parts is an outreach project developed and delivered alongside First Time. Find out how outreach activity can 
complement your booking at: www.nathanieljhall.co.uk/in-equal-parts 
 

Press and Reviews 
Best Shows at the Edinburgh Fringe 2019 – The Stage 
Top Recommended Shows to see at the Edinburgh Fringe 2019 – The Guardian 
 

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 
“Moving and educational” 

The Stage 

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 
“Compelling, motivating, 

triumphant” 
BroadwayBaby 

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 
“A must see” 
ThreeWeeks 

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 
“Captivating” 

Somewhere LGBT 

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 
“One hell of a ride” 

Northern Soul 

⭐⭐⭐⭐ 
“Universal and deeply moving” 

Attitude 

⭐⭐⭐⭐ 
“Captivating, life-affirming” 

The List 

⭐⭐⭐⭐ 
“Raw, autobiographical 

passion” 
The Scotsman 

“Packs an emotional punch that resonates even after you’ve left the theatre.” The Guardian 
“An unabashedly heart on sleeve show but also a crucial one for raising awareness about HIV.” Lyn Gardner 

“A truly remarkable story of triumph, I was in awe.” Russell T Davies 
 
 

Technical 
Space required | Studio (end-on preferred but thrust options can be 
accommodated) – touring set pictured. Company | one performer and one 
technical stage manager touring – TSM operates the show from the control 
position. Get-in | min 6 hours for get-in, focus/plot LX and AV –  1 venue 
technician to support Set | all set fits in a transit type van – the largest parts of the 
set form an LED triangle 3m in length 
LX and Rigging | mirror ball (provided) CS; small wooden batten (provided) approx 
2.5m above CSL; LED triangle requires DMX feed from USR to LX desk plus 13a 
power, floor mounted birdie DSL requires 15a socket, AV (provided) floor 
mounted CS requires video feed (HDMI) to LX desk and 13a power. 
SX | playback is from Qlab on company MacBook, microphone and stand (provided) SR requires XLR to control position plus mini-lack 
input, music is played at ‘club-level’ and systems with subs are preferred. Pyro | a handheld confetti canon and silly string are used. 


